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FIREGROUND
SUPPORT OPERATIONS:
FOUNDATIONS FOR SAFE, EFFICIENT FIRE ATTACK
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THE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TRIANGLE:
Most successful fire department operations require an
"Incident Management Triangle" made up of three functions or
operations: Coordination, Control and Support .

Coordination

Power Supply
Lighting
Utility & Environmental Control
Special Operations, such as:
--Air Supply
--Crowd/Traffic Control
--Special Fire Streams
--Emergency Medical Services
Here, though, these are called "Support" rather than "Truck
Company" functions, since a department should be prepared to
perform them whether they have a ladder truck or not.

INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT
TRIANGLE

Control

SUPPORT OPERATIONS:
Although the term "Support Operations" may not be
familiar, the individual Support activities themselves are quite
common. Historically, these were called the "truck company"
functions, because they were normally performed by "Hook &
Ladder" or "Truck" company crews. They can be quickly
recalled using the acronym "LOVERS PLUS:"
Laddering & Elevated Operations
Overhaul
Ventilation
Entry
Rescue
Salvage (Property Conservation)

Support

Coordination, the first side of the Triangle, involves the
management and integration of the resources needed to stabilize
an incident. This is most often the responsibility of the Fire
Chief or other officer, but may have to be done by the senior
firefighter on the first unit.
Control, the second side, is the action required to handle the
major threat to life and/or property. If fire is the major threat,
Control generally involves use of water or other extinguishing
agent by an engine company; if the threat is a spilled chemical,
Control may be confinement, etc. Whatever the major threat,
Control crews should be able to devote their undivided
attention to its management.
Support Operations form the third side of the Incident
Management Triangle. These are the activities necessary to
achieve two important goals:
1. Assist Control Crews-- Complete tasks which may have
no direct effect on controlling the major threat but make
the activities of the Control crews, safer and more efficient.
2. Handle Secondary Threats-- Complete tasks which will
control a variety of secondary threats (electrical hazards,
traffic, potential collapse or explosion, etc.).
3. Protect Lives and Property. Perform activities, as
necessary, to safeguard people (including firefighters) and
property from all kinds of threats.
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THE VALUE OF SUPPORT OPERATIONS:
Fireground Command and Control are familiar to most
firefighters. Like the football quarterback making a plan of
attack, Command is of obvious importance. Control crews are
the fireground equivalent of running backs and receivers. Their
importance is equally apparent; they have a direct influence on
eliminating the primary threat and therefore assume a rather
glamorous and heroic image. Since efficient extinguishment is
an obvious fireground necessity, virtually every fire department
trains rigorously on pump operation, setting up a water supply,
operating attack streams, and other water application skills.
Consequently, most can take pride in their ability to perform
these Control functions effectively.
But, like the offensive line of a football team, Support
crews tend to work behind the scenes to protect and assist the
"stars" of the fireground-- the engine companies. Since they
often go unnoticed, some fire departments mistakenly view
Support Operations as less important. They spend little time
training on them and can't perform them effectively, especially
under critical conditions.
Just as a successful football play depends entirely on
effective blocking, however, Support Operations can be among
the highest fireground priorities. Laddering or entry may be
required before hoselines can be advanced or occupants
removed. Adverse fire conditions may prevent attack until
ventilation is complete. Overhaul may be required just to find
the fire. And, in extreme conditions, rescue may have to be
performed instead of fire attack.
In short, safe, efficient fireground operations demand
proficiency in Support Operations. The fire department that
that assigns equal status to these important functions will find
them to be a major source of identity and pride. They will also
significantly increase their effectiveness as a unit.
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EFFICIENCY IN THE FIRE SERVICE:
The fire department of the 90's has had to do more with
less-- handle more calls of more different types than ever before,
but with less money and smaller crews. Crews have to be
generalists, with less first-hand experience dealing with any one
responsibility. So, like everyone else, fire departments have to
be more efficient-- they have to be as: a) safe, b) economical, c)
coordinated, d) effective and e) quick as possible.

SPEED-- IDENTITY, PRIDE, TEAMWORK:
Armored cavalry general George S. Patton once wrote,
"The important thing in any organization is the creation of a
soul that is based on pride." If support ops are to be done
efficiently, it has to be done by people who understand its
importance, know how to do it and take pride in doing it
effectively. They have to identify with it.

"THE RAPID CHARGE"-- SPEED:
When it comes to support ops, safety, economy,
effectiveness and coordination are everything-- 100%. But, the
OTHER 100% is quickness! Speed! Fire victims and attack
crews can't wait for support ops. The solution to speed is
simple-- good people and teamwork.
OUTSIDE VENT CREW

SPEED-- ATTITUDE:
Support ops seldom get the training attention needed to take
them seriously or perform them efficiently. So, the first step in
developing a strong support ops capability is generating a
positive attitude among crews assigned to them. Encourage
departmental pride in the ability to perform a broader than
normal range of fireground tasks safely and efficiently. Stress
their importance to the team:
1. Ventilation. Tight, closed fire buildings are hot, with dense,
impenetrable smoke. Interior attack is unsafe, unpredictable
and largely ineffective until strategic ventilation is complete- it has to happen automatically.
2. Entry. Fire grows quickly. Suppression efforts can't be
effective without fire access. Delayed entry means
disproportionate additional threat to life and property.
3. Search and Rescue. Protection of life is the top fire service
priority, but one that is often overlooked.
4. Overhaul. Efficient overhaul means a balance between
speed and minimized property damage (another priority).
No F.D. is likely to distinguish itself solely with its water
application. But, crews committed to quick, decisive support ops
are unusual-- that can be a source of pride. Nothing puts a
department on the map more quickly than efficient mastery of
special operations coupled with speed!
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INSIDE SUPPORT CREW

To be balanced, efficient teams, fire departments have to insure
that at least some crew members are enthusiastically proficient at
emergency scene support operations. What can be done to
encourage this kind of pride? Get the troops pumped!:
1. Fire Service History-- V.E.S2 firefighters carry on the
history and role of fire department ladder ("truck"), rescue
and squad companies. Traditionally these crews have used
a wide range of specialized tools, equipment and tactics to
protect fire victims, property and fellow firefighters-- a
tradition of innovation under fire.
2. Sports Analogies-- Imagine a football team that can run and
pass but has no offensive line or defense! Ugly! The same
is true for the fire service. Good support ops buy time for
victims and help attack crews get closer to fires, more
quickly, putting more points on the scoreboard. In
firefighting, you don't have to be the "quarterback" to win
the game.
3. Military Analogies-- support ops crews are also a lot like
the U.S. Cavalry. General John Pershing once said, "The
cavalry doesn't win battles-- it softens up the enemy and
protects the foot soldiers so they can win battles." The
comparison to modern support operations is obvious. The
cavalry does reconnaissance (overhaul-- searching for
hidden fire), routs the enemy (forces entry into the fire area
and ventilates to tame the fire's intensity) and protects the
foot soldiers. "Truckies" are the cavalry of the modern day
emergency services.

AXE LINES-Charged! Ready!
Don't Wait...Ventilate!
The Fire Stops Here!
Follow Me!
No Fuel...No Fire!
Minimize Water Damage...Use an Axe!
Open Wide!
If Thy Roof Offend The, Cut It Off!
One-Step Firefighting: 1. Chop!
MILITARY TRADITION -- slogans & mottoes on equipment.
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SPEED-- PERSONAL INITIATIVES:
Teams are groups of people, working toward a common
goal. The strongest team efforts are those in which each player
makes a strong, well-defined, well-coordinated personal
contribution. What can individuals do to maximize team
performance:
1. Develop a Specialty and Share It-- Do you already have a
support specialty? Ventilation? Entry? Search and rescue?
Overhaul? Something else-- LOVERS PLUS? Of course,
every individual support crew member needs to be versatile
enough to do the major jobs (especially V.E.S.). But, the
entire team will benefit if individuals expand in slightly
different directions, sharing and contributing their unique
insights, skills and methods with other members of the team
or department.
2. Be Ready for Assignment,...From Start to Finish-- Expect
support operations to be required at any minute. They may
be the first operations required at a fire. Or, they may be
the last tasks completed. When they are needed, are they
going to be completed rapidly? That depends on
individuals having the initiative and commitment to stay in
staging, geared up, alert and ready to go at all times.
Encourage the troops to have full protective gear on hand-including SCBA, if the supply of units on hand permits.
Personal initiative is the only way of ensuring that someone
will be ready to act immediately whenever rapid action is
needed.
3. Take Your Own Tools, Equipment-- Besides taking
assigned departmental equipment, individuals should take
small special personal tools that experience has shown to be
of value. For V.E.S., examples include,
for ventilation:
--Wood Wedges (to block open doors)
--Short Rope or Strap (tie open doors, prevent closure)
--40' of 1" Tubular Nylon (hoisting tools to roof)
--Utility Knife (cut plastic covering on windows)
for entry:
--6"-8" Standard Screwdriver (spread door frame at latch)
--"Shove Knife" (jimmy cheap interior locks)
--Folding Spanner (pry windows)
--Large Vise Grips (unscrew some cylinder locks)
--Lock "Key" Tool (activate lock after cylinder is pulled)
for rescue:
--Short Rope or Strap (extend "sweep" of team's search)
--40' of Webbing (leave "trail" from entry to fire area)
--Rubber "Latch" Strap(s) (mark room search)
--Lumber Crayon (mark rooms that have been searched)
for overhaul:
--Fence Pliers (pull wall material and trim)
for multiple V.E.S.:
--Mini-MagLite (for back-up lighting, all jobs)
--Duct Tape (small roll to tie things off, insulation, etc.)
PERSONNEL FACTORS-- TEAMWORK:
Support crews cannot think of themselves as being in
competition with Control crews to extinguish a fire. Emphasize
the importance of teamwork and coordinated operations. Stress
the hazards and inefficiency created by "free-lancing.
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SPEED-- EQUIPPING:
Safe, effective and economical operations are almost
always quicker. But, several additional steps can speed task
performance. One is efficient equipping. Crews should have at
least a basic compliment of multi-functional tools (pick-head
and flat-head axes, pike pole, Halligan tool), plus a few
additions to satisfy local needs. What's needed for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cutting
Lifting/Lowering
Prying
Excavation
Stripping
Striking
Hazard Control

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Air Handling
Water Application
Water Handling
Climbing & Scaling
Power Supply
Lighting
Assembly/Disassembly

APPROACHES TO EQUIPPING:
Equipping is more than just having the right tools and
knowing when to use them; for efficient use tools must be
organized logically and mounted in ways that maximize their
convenience to firefighters who will use them. Several steps
can improve the availability of equipment:
1. Issue a Basic Set of Equipment to Each Firefighter---Flashlight
--Spanner
--Other Departmental Preferences
2. Encourage Firefighters to Carry Personal Equipment---Versatile "favorites"(fence pliers, vise grips, etc.)
--Personal Tool Kits
--Dividing a "set" among several firefighters
3. On Apparatus, Locate Similar Tools Together---Like Tools Together (cutting, lighting, special fire
streams, etc., in their own compartments)
--Tools with Similar Requirements Together (e.g., gaspowered together, hydraulic together)
4. Organize Frequently Used Tools into "Kits"---Basic Entry Kit (flat-head axe and Halligan tool)
--Roof Kit (power saw, rope, axe, pike pole)
--High-rise Kit (100' 1-1/2" hose, nozzle, pipe wrench,
standpipe wrench, spanner, 2-1/2" to 1-1/2" reducer or
wye, hand tool(s), spare air bottles)
5. Locate Tools by Appropriate Riding Positions-Tools should be checked regularly to insure they’re in
their correct locations and in peak condition. Color coding
with reflective tape can speed identification and retrieval.
Rope loops in handles can ease carrying and hoisting of
tools. Make tools convenient and they will be used.
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ANTICIPATING EQUIPMENT NEEDS:
Take a tool to every "worker." Anticipating tool needs
and taking required equipment when leaving the apparatus
greatly speeds the completion of tasks. Even when no
specific assignment is made, "Don't go empty handed!"
ENTRY KIT (INCLUDES
("MARRIED" SET)
Flat Head Axe

Halligan Bar
Lock Pick Tool
"K" Tool

Wedges

Screwdriver

KIT

S encourage taking the tools that will be needed.

SPEED-- ORGANIZATION:
V.E.S2. crew assignments and equipment should be
planned in advance. There are several approaches:
1. Segregated Approach-- Here, like the traditional "Truck" or
"Hook and Ladder" company, V.E.S2. and other Support
Operations are permanently assigned to a particular piece
of apparatus that is equipped and organized to handle them.
Departments that have no aerial or squad, can permanently
assign V.E.S2. to a second engine, tanker, or other suitable
unit. Whoever rides that piece, performs its functions. So,
unless otherwise assigned, if you ride the engine you
perform fire attack-- ride the aerial or squad, you do V.E.S2.
2. Transitional Approach-- Here, a unit that does one job
under one set of circumstances, automatically does V.E.S2.
and other Support Operations in other specific situations.
It carries at least the minimum equipment required to
perform both functions. A rural tanker, for example, might
always take part of the V.E.S2. job at fires in hydranted
areas where a tanker isn't required.
3. Designated Approach-- This involves reassignment of a
unit that would ordinarily do something else to perform
V.E.S2. It could be an ambulance, second engine
company, tanker, or other unit not required for its normal
purpose. If their unit doesn't carry the required equipment,
crews use equipment from another unit.
4. Integrated Approach-- A single unit is manned and
equipped to do both Control and Support activities,
including V.E.S2.. One or two members do V.E.S2.-- the
rest handle Control. This is often required for first arriving
units and single-unit fire companies.

Ladder trucks don't do "truck work," people do. The V.E.S2. crew
may be a truck company, but they can also ride a squad unit, engine or
utility unit. If you don't have one of these, take a cab!
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PRE-ASSIGNING PERSONNEL:
Upon arrival, firefighters should already have a clear
understanding of their assignments and the tools needed to
complete them. This provides several benefits:
1. Quicker Fire Attack-- No waiting for assignments.
2. Simplified Command-- More focus on special needs.

PRE-ASSIGNING PERSONNEL-- METHODS:
For optimum efficiency, firefighters should clearly
understand their personal assignments. The following are a few
popular methods of assigning personnel:
1. Daily Position Assignments-- At the beginning of a work
shift, firefighters formally define functional responsibilities
and equipment assignments.
2. Assignment by Riding Position-- Each riding position on a
unit is assigned specific responsibilities and provided with
the tools necessary to complete them. Responsibilities and
equipment are clearly posted. Whoever rides in a position
automatically takes its tools and performs its designated
duties.

POSITION E

INSIDE SUPPORT

TOOLS: Hawk Tool, Light, Radio
3.

4.

Assignment In Route-- Here, the officer or senior
firefighter makes assignments-- including those for V.E.S. - while in route to the alarm. Crew members are usually
assigned in teams and take all necessary equipment with
them as they dismount. This method allows assignments to
vary based on the most current information gained in route.
Personnel Staging Areas-- As an incident progresses,
initial assignments are completed and additional personnel
arrive at the scene. Having all fresh and available
firefighters respond to a staging area helps speed response
to changing fire conditions. Equipment needed to
complete assignments should also be staged nearby.
Command personnel should see that some portion of the
available force is always available for assignment to the
less obvious Support functions.

OUTSIDE SUPPORT
Versatile Hook, Saw

INSIDE SUPPORT
Entry Set, Light

FLOATER
Entry Set, Light

INSIDE SUPPORT
Versatile Hook, Exting'r.

OUTSIDE SUPPORT
Entry Set, Light, Blower

EXAMPLE: SEGREGATED APPROACH-- Position duties for 5-person truck company (King Co. Washington).
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TRAINING GOALS:
Training is another essential part of any successful effort to
improve a fire department's support operations capabilities. A
successful program should emphasize:
1. Breadth-- Emphasize broadly-based skill development, not
just water application.
2. Integration-- Insure that training situations frequently
require a coordination of Command, Control and Support
activities.
3. Anticipation-- Plan experiences that show firefighters the
importance of planning ahead and taking what is needed in
their first trip to the fire.
4. Innovation-- Hold drills that emphasize a variety of ways
of achieving the same goal so firefighters learn creative
problem solving.

SIMULATION PROPS:
VES2 training on has to involve tactics integrated with
"hands-on" experience, including the dismantling of building
assemblies. Live fire and cold house burns provide
opportunities for practicing in a realistic context. But, surplus
buildings aren't always available. Simulators-- such as the one
illustrated below-- may be needed to allow low-cost practice
sessions at the "drop of a hat." Just having them around
encourages more frequent and spontaneous training on these
functions. Two or more simulator units allow a variety of roof
and interior configurations.

TRAINING CONCEPTS-- HOUSE BURNS:
When buildings are available for live fire attack training,
give equal attention to training on truck/support operations.
Combining instruction on VES with water application in live
fire training achieves several goals. First, it provides an
opportunity to refine skills under life-like conditions. It also
illustrates the contributions of truck/support operations to safe,
efficient fire control and the importance of their coordination
with other activities. Perhaps most importantly, crews with the
equipment needed to perform V.E.S. enhance the overall safety
of live fire training by providing quick control of fire spread (by
ventilation and overhaul) and rapid creation of multiple escape
routes (forcible entry and laddering).
UNUSUAL TECHNICAL CHALLENGES:
Because of the broad and unpredictable range of functions
Support crews must perform, training should go well beyond the
basic evolutions. Truck/support crews have to develop an
ability to solve unusual problems quickly. Lt. Richard
Hamilton, a former New York City Rescue Officer, regularly
gave his crews training problems mentioned above, but with an
interesting twist-- he stipulated that the 3 or 4 most obvious
tools for performing the job "weren't available." This forced
firefighters to look at problems in new, innovative ways,
building their competency, confidence and pride.
"COLD" HOUSE BURNS:
In areas where structures for live burns are rare, buildings
scheduled for demolition-- especially those that can't be burned- can often be used for one or more "cold" (non-fire) drills.
Even without fire, training is more realistic and more equal
importance with water application.
Define specific ventilation, entry, search and rescue and
overhaul problems for participants to solve. Set aside areas that
firefighters can dismantle for overhaul, ventilation and forcible
entry training without adversely affecting live fire use of the
building. Having several individual training sessions going on
simultaneously helps eliminate some of the waiting that occurs
when equipment is limited. It also provides another opportunity
for the kind of coordinated work that makes more interesting
and efficient training and more rapid and efficient emergency
operations, later.
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Multi-purpose or specialized props can be developed for
virtually any evolution, incl. ventilation (like the above),
forcible entry (e.g., doors, windows and hardware salvaged from
a house burn), search and rescue (a couple rooms full of junk
furniture; wood pallets to simulate collapse and a heavy
"victim" dummy), and overhaul (rebuildable walls). Build 'em.
You'll use 'em and morale will take off!
IN-HOUSE SIMULATIONS:
For variety and during periods of harsh weather, drills can
be conducted inside the fire station on large area search (in
apparatus bays or meeting rooms), smoke movement,
utility/building control (using maps of utility props shown in
new, unfamiliar locations), etc. using smoke generators.
TACTICAL TUNE-UPS:
For those proficient at performing basic V.E.S., have
sessions that focus on refining frequently used evolutions. What
SOPs work well? What can be done to enhance the safety,
speed, economy, effectiveness, and versatility of others?
GOING FOR SPEED (TIME):
Some are reluctant to do timed exercises, not wanting to
encourage speed over proficiency. That's valid. But, timed drills
can be good, too. They focus on details that are the key to
efficiency, strengthening important skills and making them
automatic. So, to succeed, try speed!
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ANTICIPATE UNUSUAL PROBLEMS:
To be of maximum value, Support crews need to be
able to handle the unexpected. Especially during training,
try to think of some "worst case" situations that would tax
the department's current planning, training and equipment.
For each situation, list the "LOVERS PLUS" Support
Operations that would have to be performed, but try to think
innovatively and list as many new "Special" operations as
possible.

PLAN UNUSUAL SOLUTIONS:
After listing unique problems, list and discuss
possible methods of dealing with them. Consider
existing evolutions that might be of use, as well as
possible new ideas, evolutions, policies, and tools that
might help solve the problem. Discussion should
include "bazaar!" solutions as well as obviously
practical ones-- ideas that at first seem ridiculous can
develop into a new, practical approaches to the
problem.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTION IDEAS:

GOALS/Solutions:

GOALS/Solutions:

LADDERING
& ELEV. OPS.:
High-Rise
Buildings
--Elevator Lobby
Operations
--Elevator
Rescue
--Hi-Rise Rescue
Operations
--Below Grade
Operations
--"Sky Lobby
Operations"

OVERHAUL:

VENTILATION:

SALVAGE:

POWER:

LIGHTING

ENTRY:

FIREGROUND
RESCUE:
Fires Above
Large Area
Non-Damaging
Speeding Search
Multiple Clg. Layers Positive Pres.
Entry Within Multi- For Occupants
Ventilation
Occup. Spaces
--Heat Sensors
--"Bionic Ear"
--Supply
Air
--Key Boxes
--Temp. Probes
Equip.
"Blinders"
--Lock Combs.
--Hole Saws
--Infrared Sensor
--Exhaust Air
--On-Board Keys --Search Marking
"Blinders"
--Automatic Bldg.
Systems
--Large Vol. Fans
Mgt. Response Orientation in
Unpredictable Roof
Complex Buildings
Const.
--Building Plans
--Saws from
--Pathway
Elev. Platforms
Marking
--Auto. Roof Vent
System
Procedures

BLDG.CONTL:
("UTILITIES")
Prioritizing
Power Supply Needs Improved Rooftop More Rapid Utility
Important Property When Power Is
Lighting
Control
Disconnected
--"Exposure"
--Longer
--Utility Maps for
--Electrical
Maps
Telescopes on
Crews
Identification of
Apparatus
--Focused Prot.
Lights
"Standpipes"
Strategies
--Ground Ladder- Industrial Hazards
--Hazard Info. in
Speeding Salvage --Portable Power
Mtd. Lighting
Operations
Key Boxes
Supply Units
--Lights on
--Salvage Carts
--Building Hazard
Suitable for
Equipment
--Isolating Entire
Maps for
Use Inside
(Saws, etc.)
Rooms/Flrs.
Crews
Lighting in Remote
Building
Areas
--Use of Prot.
--Automatic
--Battery
Systems
Response by
Powered Tools --Adapt Hand
--Preassigned
Truck to Carry
Bldg. Engr.
Salvage Duty
Gen.
--Heavy-Duty
Battery Pack
Belts
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SPECIALS:
Passenger Rail
Rescue
--Automatic
School Bus
Dispatch for
Field Offices
Shelter &
Transport
--Automatic
Notification of
4WD club for
Logistical
Support.
Air Supply for
Below Grade Rescue
--Extended
Duration SCBA
--"Shore Line" Air
Hose on Long
Reel
--Air Supply
Dome to Place
Over Victim

SUPPORT OPERATIONS SAFETY:
Safety should be the first priority of every fireground
operation. It is so important to Support Operations that the
acronym could read "LOVERS PLUS SAFETY. "
While safety is everyone's concern, Support Operations
personnel should take the lead in insuring overall emergency
scene safety. They should be on constant lookout for safety
hazards-- inside buildings, outside buildings, and elsewhere.
When hazards are observed, immediate steps must be taken to
neutralize them-- or, warn others, if correction is not possible.
But, Support crews can't protect others if they are
incapacitated, themselves. Though they sometimes seem less
threatening, Support Operations are frequently performed by
small groups, in locations that are isolated from view and
interest, sometimes without benefit of hoselines, and are often
even more hazardous than direct fire attack. They can also
involve unexpected fire exposure at virtually any time and
,greater than normal exposure to noise, sharp edges, falls,
mechanical equipment, building utilities, etc. In Support
Operations as in any other aspect of firefighting, crews should
wear complete protective gear and S.C.B.A., fully fastened.
Follow the old adage, "Hope for the best but plan for the worst."
Ultimately, incident safety is a matter of attitude and
planning. The table below shows one method of anticipating
types of hazards likely to be present for each Support function,
so steps can be made to prevent them.
TYPES OF HAZARDS

SUPPORT
FUNCTIONS
Laddering
Overhaul
Ventilation
Entry
Rescue
Salvage
Power
Lighting
Utilities
Specials

Biological (Stress,Strains,etc.)
Mechanical (Struck by.., Falls from..,
Contact with...)
Chemical (Mat'ls./Procs.)
Thermal (Burns)
Electrical
Psycho.

1.
2.

3.

The following are examples of questions derived from
evaluating the above chart:
1. What thermal injuries can occur in Overhaul operations?
What precautions should be taken?
2. What mechanical hazards are present during Entry work?
What safeguards are needed?
3. What are the possible psychological threats to firefighters
during Utility/Environmental Control? What can be done
to prevent them?
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LADDERING:
Size-up should be the first step in any laddering operation.
What are the important priorities and what type of laddering is
required to achieve them? Although individual situations vary,
laddering needs are generally prioritized as follows:
1. Rescue of Known Victims
2. Ventilation
3. Access to Upper Floors for Primary Fire Attack
4. Access for General Search and Rescue
5. Providing Precautionary Escape Routes
6. Providing General Building Access
Once obvious laddering needs have been satisfied, consider
a few additional guidelines
1. Ladder Every Side-- Raise at least one useful ladder on
each side of the building, to save valuable time if it is
urgently needed, particularly on the less visible and
accessible back side of a building.
2. Ladder Every Floor-- Have at least one stand-by access or
escape route per floor. These should be a remote
alternative to interior stairs, etc. Be sure interior crews
know their location. Mark ladder tips with lights, reflective
materials, bright colors, etc.
3. Place Ladders to Bridge Unstable Working Surfaces-- Even
flat roofs can benefit from roof ladders, placed on a
diagonal to span several roof supports.
Crews should drill on ladder basics, placing an emphasis on
safe, efficient operations. Carries and raises that have a
minimum of wasted motion should be a top priority. The "1man raise," "shoulder raise," and "direct raise" (only heel end
contacts ground before raising--other raises right off shoulder)
are particularly efficient. Correct placement should also be
emphasized. Each intended use has slightly different
requirements for placement and length:
1. Firefighter Rooftop Access-- Place ladder so firefighter will
be near rooftop goal, but not have to pass fire to get to it.
Extend 3-4 rungs above point of contact.
2. Firefighter Window Access for Rescue or Fire Attack-- Tip
of ladder just above the sill but not blocking movement in
and out.
3. Attic Access-- Similar to roof access, but at least one rung
above scuttle hole for visibility and stability.
4. Window Access for Ventilation-- Ladder placed next to
window, upwind (to avoid smoke, glass), with tip at top of
window opening.
Ground ladders should be placed at about a 75 degree angle
(a 4:1 height to base ratio). Longer ladders can be slightly
shallower to compensate for deflection. The base should be
heeled when it is in use and the tip should be tied off whenever
it is used heavily.
When operating at heights, work in teams, and watch for
hazards. Stay low, distribute weight, and move cautiously.
Secure with safety line, ladder belt or back-up person when
working. For improved safety and efficiency, use carrying
slings to carry equipment up ladders. Or, stage equipment at the
base of the ladder and hoist it to heights using roof rope or
personal utility strap (nylon webbing).
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ELEVATED OPERATIONS-- USEFUL EQUIPMENT:
Utility Straps. Ideally, each firefighter should have two
sections of 1" tubular nylon webbing. One (a "Short Strap")
should be approx. 12' in overall length, the other (the "Long
Strap") approx. 40' in overall length. Both straps should have
an 18" loop sewn into each end. The webbing has a test
strength of approximately 4000 psi.
Carabiners. Each firefighter should also be issued at least
three alloy "carabiners" (snap-hooks used by rock and
mountain climbers) for use with the above straps.
Use of the Strap. Each firefighters should carry at least the
short utility strap and three carabiners in a bunker coat pocket
at all times. Company officers should see that at least some
members of their group always carry a long strap, as well.
KNOTS & ATTACHMENT:
Every firefighter should be familiar with the following
methods of attaching utility straps to standard handtools:
--Clove Hitch Knot
--Carabiner "Midline Anchor"
--Half Hitch
--Carabiner Direct to Object
--Lark's Head Knot
--Carabiner Around Line
--Loop
--Double Carabiner "Buckle"

CARRYING TOOLS TO HEIGHTS:
When climbing to the third floor level or lower, the safest
and quickest way to carry tools is generally with shoulder tool
bags or quickly removable shoulder slings.
Duffel bags and other
specially designed bags
work best for small hand
tools like Halligan bars, flat
head and pick head axes,
and others commonly used
in roof and elevated
operations. Slings with big
hooks that can be removed
while wearing gloves are
best for saws, lights and
other large items of
equipment.
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USES OF UTILITY STRAP & CARABINERS:
Firefighters should be able to use the above methods of
attaching lines to use them for the following purposes:
1. Hoisting Without
Tagline---Handtools (with &
without tool loops
--Hoseline
2. Hoisting With Tagline---Fan
--Roof Ladder
3. Tying Off Equipment---Hoseline to Ladder
--Hold Door Open
--Tying Ladder in
Window Opening
--Use as "Emergency"
Strap for Backboard
4. Equipment Slings---Saw
--Charged Hoseline
--"Highrise Pack"
(Double Donut Roll)
--Handtools
5. Moving Contents (Use
to form "Handles")---Mattresses
--Appliances
--Large Furniture
6. "Lifelines"---Large Area Search
--Rappelling
--Rescue Carry Sling
--Drag Sling
--Water/Ice Rescue
TOOL LOOPS:
Drill a hole in the handle of every hand tool and tie a 24"
to 28" piece of braided nylon rope (5mm "utility cord") through
it to form a loop. Utility strap(s) can be hooked to these loops
with a carabiner to raise or lower several hand and/or power
tools at one time from the roof or a window. They also
increase convenience and safety by:
1. Carrying Tools-- Using the loops as handles, one
firefighter can carry several odd-shaped tools, of different
sizes, in one trip.
2. Freeing Hands-- By hooking the loop over the wrist, a
firefighter's hands are freed for hoseline, flashlight, etc.
3. Securing Tools-- By hooking loops over the tip of a ground
ladder or roof ladder, tools are kept nearby without the risk
of it falling from the roof.
4. Increased Grip-- Wound around the wrist, loops provide
greater pulling force and tools aren't easily dropped.
USE JUDGEMENT:
Used creatively, loops, carabiners and straps can do a lot to
improve operational efficiency. But, be careful-- used
inappropriately, they can turn a simple job into a mess!
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OVERHAUL:
"Overhaul" is searching for and exposing hidden fire,
generally for one of the following:
1. Find the Fire, when not visible upon arrival.
2. Size-up direction and extent of spread.
3. Expose Deep-Seated , during attack.
4. Mop-up to insure complete extinguishment.
Crews must understand principles of construction and how
buildings influence fire behavior. Buildings should be opened
along probable routes of fire spread:
1. Void Spaces---Structural Voids (above ceilings, wall voids, attics,
false "rain roofs")
--Building Enclosures (pipe chases, furred out walls, false
building fronts)
2. Building Openings---Utility Poke-Throughs (wiring, plumbing, etc.)
--Service Openings (attic scuttles, access panels)
--Circulation Openings (doors, elevators, stairs)
--HVAC Features (heat ducts, grilles, etc.)
3. Concentrations of Fuel---Decorative Materials (drapes, upholstery, carpet)
--Furnishings (esp. light weight, heavily padded)
--Stored Materials (inventory, clothing)
Once the probable avenues of fire spread are understood,
Support crews can follow a standard strategy for conducting
overhaul operations:
1. Assess Fire Spread Variables-- What factors will influence
fire spread in the building?
--Construction Features (see the above)
--Fire Protection Features (sprinklers, fire barriers)
--Wind Conditions
--How Long and How Intensely Fire Has Burned
2. Size-Up Fire Status-- Any indicators of fire spread?
--Visible Flame and Smoke (color, rate, etc.)
--Discoloration and Other Surface Damage
--Thermal Evidence (heat build-up, hot surfaces)
--Sound (crackling flames, hissing from water)
3. Predict Routes of Fire Spread-4. Open Up Materials to Expose Hidden Fire-- For fire attack,
open near base of fire; convection will extinguish fire at
upper levels. For mop-up, find the furthest point of
extension; open up along entire route.
5. Oversee Extinguishment of Exposed Fire-- Break apart fuel
and insure that all combustion is stopped.
6. Close Off Other Routes of Fire Spread-- Close doors, air
ducts, etc., to minimize risk of further fire spread.
Overhaul should always be conducted in a manner that
keeps property damage to a minimum. Whenever possible, use
existing or easily repaired openings to access fire, more property
and lay down tarps to limit further damage. Provide
mechanical ventilation as soon as possible and during mop-up,
use water sparingly to limit water damage.
Anticipate. Take appropriate tools to do the job. Overhaul
is dangerous-- watch for unsound areas, sharp objects. Always
wear full protective gear. Use SCBA whenever fire products are
present.
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VENTILATION:
Ventilation is the removal of fuel and fire products along a
route that will result in the least damage. It's done to achieve
the following:
1. Remove Toxic Gas to improve occupant survival,
respiratory threats to crews.
2. Remove Smoke to improve visibility, aid rescue and attack,
reduce indirect damage.
3. Direct Fire Spread away from "exposures" (people,
unburned portion of building, etc.).
4. Remove Heat to ease firefighting, slow fire spread.
5. Remove Fuel by releasing gases and drawing fire away
from unburned material.
Assume that every fire needs to be ventilated. Use radical
measures (large rooftop openings, etc.) for major fires, more
conservative measures (opening windows, etc.) for minor fires;
some fires will ventilate themselves and will not require
additional measures.
Specific ventilation tactics should be determined by the
goals desired. If fire spread is rapid and an entire building is in
danger-- or if backdraft is possible (dark puffing smoke, sooted
windows)-- vent directly above the highest point where
smoke/heat travel will collect. For more minor fires in single
rooms, close off the room from the remainder of the building
and open windows high on downwind side, then low on
windward side. In general, ventilate in a manner that will draw
fire away from the unburned portion of the building and other
areas of greatest value.
Always avoid opening below the fire first. This releases no
heat and may cause backdraft explosion. Instead, consider one
of the following options:
1. Natural Horizontal-- Wind and buoyancy force smoke
through natural openings (doors and windows). Open high
and downwind first. Clear all glass, shades, blinds, shades,
and other obstructions.
2. Vertical Rooftop -- Release of fire products through roof
openings at the point where pressure and concentration are
the greatest. If possible remove vents, louvers and other
existing openings to speed opening. If cutting is required,
make distant cuts first and work progressively back to
safest position.
3. Positive Pressure Mechanical -- Fan(s) put outside to
pressurize area and push smoke out. Air stream(s) of fan(s)
should just cover the opening. For best affect, total exhaust
opening(s) should be less than supply. Multiple and large
volume fans are most effective.
4. Negative Pressure Mechanical-- Smoke ejector(s) forces
smoke/heat out and draws fresh air in. Place explosionproof fan(s) high and block remainder of opening with tarp,
etc. Make last electrical connection outside to avoid arcing
in explosive atmospheres.
5. Negative Pressure Hydraulic-- Medium fog stream filling
an opening draws smoke along with moving air volume.
Stream should not hit edges of opening.
Fires change dramatically after ventilation-- generally for
the best, but crews have to act fast. Size-up should determine
how to achieve desired goals with the least risk to firefighters.
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VENTILATION TACTICAL GUIDELINES:
Although every fire is different, several guidelines are useful for
handling most situations:
1. When to Ventilate?-- Assume that every working fire needs to
be ventilated. Consider it a high priority.
2. Where to Ventilate (General)?-- Ventilate in a location that
meets important objectives, in the following order:
--What ventilation is needed to protect lives?
--What ventilation is needed to protect exposures?
--What ventilation is needed to confine the fire?
--What ventilation is needed to extinguish the fire?
--What ventilation is needed to secure the fire scene?

Fred Malven

3.

4.

Where to Open Vents (Guidelines)?:
--Down wind.
--As high as the fire is expected to spread upon completion.
--Along the path of fire spread.
--As directly to the outside as possible.
How to Ventilate? -- How to ventilate should be determined
by the following requirements, listed in order:
--The method must be safe.
--The method must do more good than harm.
--The method must support objective(s).
--The method should be feasible.
--The method should be timely.
--The method should have reasonable personnel reqs.
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ENTRY-- WHAT IS IT?:
Entry is the process of gaining access to the emergency
area. Forcible entry is part of it. But, it's just one option-- not
the most important or most efficient. The most important tool is
to "try before you pry!" because an unlocked door generally is
the most efficient option.
Prepare for emergency entry problems while still in route,
using radio info and past experience. The front door isn't
automatically the best choice. Access for rescue should be as
close as possible to victims. For fire control, the entrance
should allow crews to attack from the unburned area while
keeping their interior route and exposure to a minimum. And,
entry problems don't end with initial access-- anticipate entry
problems throughout the building. Interior crews should have
entry tools available at all times--getting out may be just as
critical as getting in.

RESCUE (PROTECTING OCCUPANTS):
Think of "Rescue" in its broadest meaning-- all actions that
focus on safeguarding building occupants from fire and other
perils, including:
1. Establishing and Protecting Escape Routes-- Providing a
safe passage into and out of the building allows many
occupants to save themselves, and provides firefighters with
a pathway for conducting rescue of other victims, fire attack
and other actions. This should always be a high priority. It
may require anything from protecting a major stairway to
creating an exterior escape route using ladders.
2. Protection-- This involves insulating occupants from harm
by means of protective hose streams, ventilation, separation
of the fire area by closing doors, etc. Protection should be
part of every rescue effort and may be the only option
available for fires where occupants are numerous or
immobile, or where they cannot be found or reached
quickly.
3. Removal ("Search and Rescue")-- Finding and removing
occupants from the fire area is the ideal way of
safeguarding life. But, it can consume critical time and
resources. It should only be performed if it will result in
the greatest number of lives saved.

ENTRY-- PRINCIPLES:
Make sure the benefits of an entry method justify the cost
(damage). There are many non-destructive options:
1. Go Directly to Unlocked Doors.
2. Use On-Site Key Boxes accessible to F.D.
3. Use Fire Dept. Keys provided by owners of target
buildings-- kept on apparatus.
4. Jimmy Cheap Locks with a "shove knife."
5. Call Building Management automatically to all alarms (this
will also help get defective alarms fixed!).
6. Spread wood door frames with smoke ejector bracket or
porta-power ram.
7. Break Glass-- Its destructive, but usually very cheap.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Some locations will require forcible, destructive entry:
Pull Cylinder Lock with "A" tool, "K" tool, ViseGrips, etc.,
and pick mechanism.
Remove Entire Lock, hasp or other hardware.
Cut Hardware with saw, bolt cutters, hyd. cutters, etc.
Spread Latch from Keeper.
Overpower Hardware by impact, prying (hand or power).
Bypass the Security by breaking through glass, a flimsy
wall, or other "weak link." to get in.

Timely entry is often critical. Preplanning helps crews
prepare for access problems common in their districts. But, they
must also prepare for less common access problems such as
guard dogs, high-security locations, masonry walls, high impact
plastics, fences, etc. Preplanning will also help identify areas
such as jails, secure hospitals, high-security apartments, etc.
where entry will present major problems and needs to be given a
high priority.
In any event, crews should expect and be prepared for the
unexpected. At the emergency scene, always assume entry will
be difficult and take necessary tools as a precaution. Don't
waste time returning for the tools needed.
Like other Support Operations entry creates many potential
hazards. Premature entry (before ventilation is complete) may
result in backdraft explosion. The risk of striking or being
struck or pinched by objects is also high. Special eye, face,
hand and head protection (beyond the normal protective gear
required for fire protection) should be used when entry may be
needed.
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Preparation for rescue should begin with pre-fire planning
of key buildings, and training focused on protection of life.
Develop standard operating procedures (S.O.P.s) for rescue.
Common examples of rescue-related policies are always
searching as a team, always having two escape routes planned,
following a "rule of rights" search plan, etc. Planning should
also include strategies for handling unusual situations such as
large area rescue, nursing homes, high-rise, etc.
Anticipate equipment requirements. Lights are essential. A
rescue rope or section of nylon webbing can help mark
pathways, lower victims, hoist equipment, etc. Entry problems
should be expected and appropriate tools taken to overcome the
barriers present. Teams should also have search tags, latch
straps, chalk or other means of marking the search pattern.
In-route to a fire, begin thinking about rescue problems;
interpret radio traffic, and plan books relative to possible rescue
situations. Discuss possible assignments. If search and rescue is
required, consider the following:
1. Focus on Feasibility-- In extreme cases, not every victim is
savable. Make sure that the most savable are saved. If time
is critical, perform the most feasible rescues first.
2. Help Victims Help Themselves-- If there are many victims,
do only what is necessary to insure that the victims will
save themselves.
3. Go for Numbers-- Faced with equally difficult rescues
perform those that will save the greatest number of victims.
4. Who Can Wait?-- All other things being equal, rescue the
most seriously threatened but savable victim first.
REMEMBER: SUCCESSFUL RESCUE IS SAVING THE
GREATEST NUMBER OF LIVES.
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SALVAGE:
Traditionally, salvage is often defined in terms of protecting
against water damage. There are, in fact, a variety of ways in
which water damage can be the major source of property
damage:
1. Cosmetic and Operational Damage-- Protect furnishings,
equipment, records, and other property from water. Elevate
items, Channel water elsewhere, and/or maximize the
effectiveness of water application, itself. When water does
come in contact with valuable property, its removal and
initial drying may become an important priority.
2. Structural Damage--Water can also be a serious structural
threat-- each 250 gallons of water weights over a ton.
Highly absorbent materials, such as rolls or bails of paper
and rag, can hold enough water to cause structural collapse.
They may also swell, and push outward on structural walls.
Crews should consider draining and channeling water the
outside whenever heavy water application is made.
But, salvage is more than just controlling water. It is any
effort to protect and conserve property. Typical fires also
expose property to:
1. Smoke-- Even small amounts of burning plastic produces
lots of dense smoke. Smoke from fires in tight spaces can
easily exceed the damage done by direct fire exposure. Try
to close off the fire area to limit smoke spread and ventilate
smoke to the outside.
2. Physical Damage-- Property can be damaged by falling
building materials. It can also be knocked over or crushed
by firefighters performing their duties. Salvage operations
should consider moving property into areas where damage
is least likely to occur.
3. Cosmetic Damage-- In minor fires, fire department damage
can easily exceed fire damage. Appropriate precautions
should be taken to cover and otherwise protect property
from dirty boots and gear, leaking hoselines, accidental
scraping by tools, etc.
Departments should equip themselves for a variety of
salvage functions. Tarps, plastic sheeting and other materials
should be available to cover property from water and embers.
Steel pails and tubs can catch and remove debris and water.
Tongs or wedges help control sprinklers after the fire is
controlled.
Firefighting activities, themselves, can have a major affect
on property conservation. Particularly when responses are of a
non-emergency nature, crews should attempt to keep damage to
an absolute minimum. On routine calls, consider disassembly
of equipment to gain access, rather than breaking it. When
conditions permit, move valuable property to safety, lay down
tarps before extensive overhaul, use "carpet runners" to absorb
soiling in heavy traffic areas, and take other similar
precautionary measures. In short, follow the rule that, "THE
BENEFITS OF AN ACTIVITY MUST JUSTIFY THE COST!"
Training and preparation for salvage is essential. Even
keeping tools and personal gear clean makes a difference.
Remember, "PREPARE-- TO BE PREPARED!"
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POWER SUPPLY:
Although highly specialized, the provision of power is a
rather common fireground requirement. Electrical power is the
most common need but, especially for rescue-related
emergencies, compressed air and hydraulics are also common.
If a power supply were needed on every call, lines could be
stretched and energized automatically. Since it isn't, the fire
department should set up a power delivery system that can be
set up as quickly and efficiently as possible, when it is needed.
Several features can help:
1. Power Sources-- Although limited in output, vehicle
alternators and invertors provide good instant-on power.
Hydraulic generators and others that can generate power
"on-the-go" are even better. If self-propelled power sources
are used, fuel tanks plumbed into the vehicle reduce downtime for fueling and free-up personnel. As time permits,
use portable generators to provide power to remote
locations. This will minimize power loss and the spagettilike tangle of power cords.
2. Supply Lines-- "Live" reels (those that can remain
connected to the power source as they are deployed) allow
cords or hoses to be placed in service quickly with
minimum personnel. Large capacity cord reels and aerial
ladders pre-wired at the tip can be can be an alternative to
portable power supplies. Electrical cords should be
available in a variety of forms besides reels for special
applications-- put cord in drop bags for elevated operations;
set up easily carried reels or boards for remote use, and
strap special cords to fans, lights and other frequently used
items.
3. Connections-- Connections should be set up so the full
output of the source can be tapped. Adaptors, if required,
should be packaged with the end of the power supply. Pilot
lights to show that an electrical box is live eliminates
uncertainty.
4. Packaging-- All components, controls and parts of a
particular type of power supply should be located together
so the system can be set-up with the greatest efficiency.
Make adaptors for all plug types in your area. Make the
final electrical connection in a series outside so arcing will not
be an ignition hazard. Switch off other appliances to overcome
the heavy draw smoke ejectors make on the system during startup. Once started other items can be switched back on.
In addition to electrical power, some departments need
other specialized power sources. Consideration should be given
to local needs for the following:
1. Compressed Air-- Commonly required for specialized
rescue equipment such as air bags, air chisels and drills and
some flotation devices, sources can be specially valved
SCBA bottles and/or on-board compressors.
2. Hydraulic Pressure-- Hydraulic rams, spreaders and cutters
can be powered by fixed or portable power units or hand
pumps.
3. Acetylene Gas and Oxygen-- Used for various types of
welding and cutting torches, these, too, may be based on
live reels or portable kits.
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LIGHTING:
Charred and soot covered walls absorb a great deal of light.
So, either day or night, some form of lighting is needed on
virtually every call. In one way or another, good lighting assists
all aspects of incident management, Command, Control and all
the other LOVERS PLUS Support functions.
Upon arrival at an incident, Support crews should quickly
assess needs for both exterior and interior lighting. During the
day, exterior lighting isn't generally a problem. But, in the
evening or at night, light each major operational area, including
fireground hazards (such as overhead power lines, holes,
unsound structures, etc.), the rooftop, and other areas, as needed.
On smaller structures, a light at two opposite corners will
often provide effective exterior lighting of all four sides. Try to
place lights so there are no deep shadow areas. Avoid blinding
firefighters with glare. Lighting walls at an angle and pointing
lights at blank walls rather than directly at doors and windows
will help keep light out of the eyes of exiting firefighters.
Where practical, using an aerial ladder to light the fire scene
from above is a highly efficient source of glare-free, large area
lighting.
Inside, major access and escape routes must be identified;
lighting is an effective way of doing so. Lighting should be
available to move around with every interior crew. Additional
stationary lighting should be provided at every hazardous
location (holes in floor, dangerous projections, etc.) plus in any
location where operations will be on-going, such as during
overhaul or investigation.
In the interior, tightly focused or adjustable beams
generally work best to avoid reflected glare from smoke.
Focused beams pointed at firefighters (but aimed below their
normal line of sight) will be most visible when they are trying to
find them in dense smoke.
Fire departments can prepare for lighting needs in three
ways:
1. Fixed Vehicle Lighting-- This is generally the fastest and
most convenient form of light. With apparatus
strategically, these lights can immediately light two sides of
a building. Policy should call for crews to automatically
direct them on key areas at every night call.
2. Portable Lighting-- At night, lighting the off-street side of a
building with portable lighting should also be automatic.
Self-contained generator/lights and power from adjacent
properties help control long cords.
3. Personal Lighting-- A flashlight is one tool every firefighter
should carry. It should be selected for reliability first, but
with consideration also given to brightness, battery life, and
portability. If a personal light is not available, interior
firefighters should take a handlight from the vehicle.

UTILITY/ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL:
Shutting off potentially hazardous gas and electrical
services are a critical part of utility control, but they are only
part of the problem. Actually, "environmental control" is
probably a better term to describe this function. Support
Operations crews should attempt to identify and control all
important aspects important aspects of the emergency
environment-- not just utilities. In general, environmental
factors fall into two categories:
1. Environmental Hazards-- The factors, including but not
limited to utilities, that may endanger lives and property.
Common examples include:
--Electrical hazards (primary and back-up)
--Fuels (building gas supplies and stored fuels)
--Chemicals (industrial processes, stored material)
--Water (control flooding, weight, elec. hazards)
--Manufacturing processes--Unstable structure,
equipment, stored materials
--Falling hazards (unsound structure, walk-offs)
--Sharp and projecting objects
--Complex maze-like room arrangements
2. Environmental Systems-- Building equipment that relates
to fire department operations, including:
--Detection and alarm systems, including resetting
--Fire protection systems (control and use)
--Heating, ventilating and air cond. equipment
--Elevators
--Communications within buildings
Special tool kits, prepackaged in shoulder bags, belts and
pouches, rolls and other convenient forms, speed utility and
environmental control. They allow crews to grab and carry a
collection of tools that will help handle expected and
unexpected aspects of environmental control assignments.

Combination generator/floodlights are a particularly
effective lighting tool. These can be equipped with surplus
output and receptacle(s). The power and light for one corner
can be provided by fire apparatus while the other is covered by
one of these free-standing units, set-up by one person.

Fred Malven
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS:
Virtually every fire department will need to plan for the
above "LOVERS PLUS" functions. But, they should also
attempt to identify additional special functions which may be
somewhat unique to them. These may be based on special
protection problems, special apparatus and equipment available,
responsibility for delivery of multiple services, mutual aid
agreements, etc. A few examples of "Specials" are the
following:
1. Special Fireground Functions---Air Supply
--Water Supply
--Special Fire Streams
--Other Special Extinguishing Agents
--Staging of Apparatus and Personnel
2. Other Special Functions---Structural Rescue (from collapse, etc.)
--Below Grade Rescue
--Elevated Rescue
--Vehicle Extrication
--Emergency Medical Services
--Crowd Control
--Traffic Control
--Hazardous Materials Management
--Evacuation of Residents
--Logistics (Fuel, Food, Supplies)

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS:
Efficient Support Operations must be integrated with other
fireground operations and with each other. A key ingredient for
smooth integration is some type of Incident Command system
(ICS), such as that proposed by the National Fire Academy.
Their version breaks incident command into 5 functional areas:
1. Command-- Control and approval of all major decisions
concerning the overall incident, including oversight of the
other 4 functional areas (listed below).
2. Operations-- Assignment and coordination of resources in
an effort to control threats to life and property, in
accordance with an "action plan."
3. Planning-- Analysis of potential incident scenarios and
development of strategic and tactical options for dealing
with each. This includes recommendations for maintaining
or revising the current "action plan."
4. Logistics-- Procurement, staging, and maintenance of
resources needed to initiate & maintain the action plan.
5. Finance-- Documenting the costs of control efforts and the
financial resources remaining to continue the action plan.
(or,"Finance" can be seen as a subdivision of "Logistics,"
forming a system with 4 func. areas)

For many special assignments, Support Operations crews
will maintain their usual role of assisting Control crews and
protecting against secondary threats. In some cases, however,
specially trained and equipped Support crews may be the ones
best prepared to manage the primary threat.
Whether planning for the LOVERS PLUS functions,
planning for operational SAFETY, or planning for other special
operations, the following steps should be followed:
1. List Desired Goals-- State local fire department objectives
for which Support Operations crews may be or will be
responsible.
2. Explore Strategic and Tactical Options-- Identify methods
of handling the stated goal(s). Select the most promising
alternative(s).
3. Identify Resource Needs-- Determine personnel and
equipment required to implement the selected strategies and
tactics.
4. Develop Standard Operating Procedures-- Write down the
department's general way of handling the stated assignment,
including special attention to Support Operations
requirements. S.O.P.s should include:
--Conditions under which the policy applies
--Who the policy applies to
--Action required
--Reason for the required action (so participants
understand the desired outcome and can be creative if
the desired response doesn't work)
5. Train on the Procedure-- Develop proficiency and insure
the workability of the plan.
6. Evaluate and Refine-- Make changes as necessary to
insure maximum proficiency.
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For most emergency incidents, all 5 ICS functional areas
are managed by one person, the Incident Commander (IC). This
may be the Chief, senior officer, ranking firefighter or other
designated person. As an incident escalates (or immediately
upon arrival at a major incident) the IC may reassign
responsibility for 1 or more functional areas to others.
Responsibilities should always be divided whenever 1 person
has to handle more than 5 subactivities.
At the heart of ICS is the "action plan." This is formulated
by, first, sizing-up the incident, then defining incident priorities.
For most incidents these priorities are as follows (from highest
priority to lowest):
1. Protect Life-- Remove or protect occupants, by-standers
and emerg. personnel from threats. If none, ...
2. Protect Exposures-- Safeguard adjacent property from
threats caused by the emergency. If none, ...
3. Stabilize the Incident-- Minimize further damage and
threats to property; block spread of threats. If none, ...
4. Eliminate the Threat(s)-- Extinguish remaining fires and
neutralize other threats. If none, ...
5. Terminate the Incident-- Eliminate any residual threats.
Take any measures required to safeguard the incident scene
or return control to property owner. If none, ...
6. Return to Service
Based on these priorities, the IC defines strategic goals and the
"action plan" is developed to meet these goals.
Command, Control and Support functions are then divided
among available personnel. Each crew or individual may have 2
or more functional responsibilities to complete. Sectors or areas
in which each crew is to operate and assume responsibility must
be clearly defined. Communication is essential; crews should
make periodic progress reports and report immediately when
assignments are completed or must be abandoned. Incident
management requires teamwork-- NOT FREE-LANCING!
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Typical Property Owner's View of "Support Operations" (With a certain amount of justification)

PUBLIC RELATIONS:
If the fire service doesn't fully appreciate the role of
support operations, it goes without saying that the public
probably won't. Like many firefighters, citizens tend to
understand firefighting only in terms of water application.
They expect to see lots of water flowing at even minor fires
and can stand by and watch the most reckless and destructive
water application imaginable without commenting. But,
since they seldom understand anything else about fire
operations they are likely to be vocal and critical of anything
else (forcible entry, ventilation and overhaul, for example)
that appears to be the least bit damaging.

Keep this in mind. The public is generally very
appreciative of the fire department's work when it
understand its actions. Do everything possible to help
property owners and citizens understand that firefighting
involves more than water application. At the same time, do
everything possible to help fellow firefighters understand
that aggressive water application is worthless if its goal
isn't keeping life and property losses to the minimum.

Business Card Aimed at Helping Public Understand Fire Operations (Especially Support Operations)

Fred Malven
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TRADITIONS-- F.D. "TRUCK" COMPANIES:
The first fire department support operations crews were "truck
companies." In colonial America, some firefighters were assigned
a specific piece of equipment which they were expected to bring to
each fire-- an axe, pike pole, pull-down hook, ground ladder, etc.
Particularly for ladders, this was an unreliable system-- left
outside, ladders were often "borrowed" by others and couldn't be
found during a fire.
So, beginning in the late 1700s, some fire companies began
storing and pulling their ladders to fires on sets of wheels, called
"trucks." The long, single-section ladders, required a long
wheelbase, which left plenty of room to carry axes, hooks and
most of the fire company's other special equipment, as well. In
time, these four-wheeled carts came to be known as "axe, hook
and ladder trucks," "hook and ladder trucks" or simply "trucks."
The firefighters who pulled them and specialized in the use of
their equipment formed the "truck" company.
At fires, truck companies raised ladders and used hooks to
pull down fuel ahead of the fire, creating fire breaks and exposing
the fire to water application. They used their axes to "open up"
(ventilate) buildings, releasing heat and directing fire away from
unburned materials. Since water supplies and application methods
were unpredictable, efficient truck company operations were
essential, and fire departments trained hard to perform them
effectively.
Gradually, hand-drawn sets of wheels were replaced by larger
horse-drawn wagons, then by motorized apparatus. But, despite
these changes, the traditional term has stuck. Regardless of
whether they operate an aerial ladder, tower ladder, snorkel, etc.,
many fire departments still refer to their aerial units (aerial
ladders, tower ladders, snorkels, etc.) as "trucks." Their crews still
think of their responsibilities as "truck work," and think of
themselves as "truckies."
Today's "Truck companies" have several long-standing
traditions they can take pride in:
1. Preparing for and Expecting the Unexpected-- Truck work is
based on a "tradition of innovation." Engine and truck
companies have had separate functions. The engine
company's job has been to apply water to the fire; the truck
company only has to do everything else. This means truckies
have to be far-sighted and creative. They have to anticipate
problems before they happen and take steps that will help
control them if they do occur. But, they still have to be
flexible enough to use their tools and skills to solve new
problems as they are assigned.
2. The "LOVERS PLUS" Functions-- Truckies are expected to
be prepared to deal with anything. Still, every true truckie
takes pride in achieving a high level of proficiency in the
performance of traditional "truck company" (LOVERS
PLUS) functions. These are the skills upon which everything
else should be built.
3. Running "Short"-- When staffing is limited, the truck
companies are often the first to be robbed of personnel to
keep engine companies fully staffed. Truckies take a
traditional pride in being ready to handle several complex
tasks safely and efficiently with little help. Truckies
anticipate such assignments taking along versatile tools that
might compensate for limited help.
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TRADITIONAL SYMBOLS:
Many fire departments have adopted insignia that
quickly identify the "jocks"-- members of truck companies,
squad companies and other support operations units:
1. Helmet Front Pieces-- There is no national standard for
helmet front piece colors, but New York City's standards
have had a big influence on other cities:
engine companies-- black; truck companies-- red; squad
companies-- blue.
2. Other Helmet Markings-- Other fire departments have
also adopted special helmet markings for truck/squad
companies: Boston truckies paint the top of the crown of
their black New Yorker helmets a bright red; San
Francisco (see below) leaves the brim and ribs of their
New Yorkers black and paints the crown in alternating
panels of red and white-- its rescue squads use all-white
crowns and black brims and ribs; other fire companies
use yellow helmets (for truck companies) and blue
helmets (rescue companies) to distinguish support crews
from engine companies (black helmets).

3.

4.

Badges and Insignia-- Speaking trumpets are common
symbols of rank-- one for Lieutenants, two for Captains,
three for Battalion Chiefs, etc. Nozzles are sometimes
used for engine company officers. But, for truck
company Lieutenants and Captains, flat head axes are
the traditional symbol. Rescue squads are a more recent
development; some newer squads use hydraulic
("Hurst") tools, line-throwing guns and other unique
tools of local significance as their symbols. But, the flat
head axe is also a traditional rescue symbol.
Equipment-- The best symbol of a truckie or squaddie
is equipment-- in use. Almost every truckie in Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, etc.,
carries a pick head axe on their "truck belt." But,
wherever you are, when you see someone with the
training and foresight to carry a tool with them on the
emergency scene, they're probably a truckie or squaddie.
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FIREGROUND SUPPORT OPERATIONS
closet hook: Pike pole head or other similar hook on a short
(18"-28") "D" handle. Short length and light weight make
it useful for overhaul in tight quarters and as a back-up tool
for hoseline crews. "D" handle improves pull and control.

Glossary of Truck Co. Tools
Without a Tool, You're a Spectator (AAARGH!)
Copyright©2017 H + L U

Ardis tool: Folding hook with positive lock in open and closed
positions. Sturdy tool capable of overhauling floors, ceilings
and trim, as well as dragging burning materials. Also
incorporates a spanner, gas shut-off and hydrant wrench.
Designed by Al Ardis, Long Island, NY.

Boston rake: The standard "pike pole" for the Boston Fire
Department. Light weight makes it a good second tool for
all exterior truck company operations.

Dragon Slayer: Multi-purpose fire tool combining coarse saw
teeth and hooked blade of a forestry brush hook with
functions of a conventional pike pole. Designed by Lt.
Alan Williams of the Seminole County (FL) Fire/Rescue
Division.

Ek hook: Variation of the pike pole. Sharp cutting edges are
particularly useful when materials need to be cut (tin
ceilings, duct work, etc.) rather than pulled down.

Chicago patrol bar: The "patrol bar" is the Chicago Fire
Department's standard forcible entry bar. It is much like a
Kelly tool with one end rotated 90° and a larger hammer
head for striking. Two are often used together-- the
hammer head of one used to drive the other.

flat head axe: The traditional forcible entry axe. Useful as a
cutting and all-purpose striking tool. Especially in the
heavier 8 pound version, it is often carried together with
the "Halligan tool" as a "married set" for forcible entry.
This combination is also useful for roof work.

Clemens Hook: A heftier, cast steel variation of the pike pole
developed by Richie Clemens of the Prince Georges County
(Md.) F.D. Broader rear pulling surface grabs more
material when pulling gypsum board, paneling, plaster.
Thick lower edge can be sharpened for chopping. Lighter
weight aluminum version for longer poles.
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"D" handle: Handles for pike pole-like tools typically have
two types of handles-- straight-end (often with a steel cap or
gas shut-off) and "D" handled. "D" handles provide better
grip for applying extra force when pulling. When oriented
vertically (parallel to the striking direction of the tool), they
also give a firmer grip when chopping.

Halligan (or "all-purpose") hook: Light multi-purpose
alternative to standard pike pole, widely used in F.D.N.Y.
Head provides a variety of angles for prying trim, and
chopping through walls. Light weight good for longer
poles-- easily carried tool for interior crews.
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Halligan tool: Multi-purpose pry bar refined by Deputy Chief
Hugh A. Halligan of the Fire Department of New York
(City). The "fork" end is useful for forcing doors,
windows, etc. Pointed "horn" drives locks, pulls hasps,
and can be sunk into the roof for footing. "Adz" can chop
or pry.

L.A. Trash hook: Combination hook and rake popular with Los
Angeles and other West Coast F.D.s. Two widely-spaced tines
help control bulky materials (rubbish, mattresses) and large
sheets of wallboard, plaster, paneling, etc., with minimum
breakage.

Haywood Claw tool: One of the oldest specialized fire service
forcible entry bars (also called "New York Lock Breaker").
It is typically 42" long. Forked end can be driven into door
and window frames for prying. Hooked "claw" end can be
used to pry hasps and pull trim.

Odd Job (or Universal) hook: Cast steel head designed for
pulling tin ceilings. Thin point penetrates materials easily
and allows some prying. Medium width, rear-facing hook
useful for prying trim, wall, floor and ceiling materials.

Hawk tool: Multi-purpose hook with wedge-shaped tip for
prying. Broad, rear-facing hook peels trim, roofing,
flooring, etc. Downward curving edge and cross-wise
"adze" for chopping. Head fits into wall stud spaces
without breaking through back side. Designed by Fred
Malven.

Officer's Tool: Like a 20" long Halligan or Kelley bar with
"A" tool cut into "adze" end. Grip has sheath for a
"Kerry" lock-pick tool. Designed by Robert E. Farrell,
Captain, FDNY.

Hydra Force/Rabbet Tool: Hydraulic entry tool designed by
Jimmy Hare and Richie Clemons of the Prince Georges
Co. (Md.) F.D. Similar to a Porta-Power but with a
special head for forcing inward-swinging steel clad, steel
framed doors.

pick head axe: Tool traditionally assigned to truck co.
chauffeurs-- often carried on a belt by each member of a
truck company. Good all-purpose tool for cutting, pulling
and prying.

Kelly tool: Entry bar, designed by Capt. John F. Kelly,
F.D.N.Y.; forerunner of the Halligan tool. Wide pry end
for forcing doors and windows. Adz end at right angle to
bar for close quarters prying and flat hammer head on back
for striking.
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pike pole: Standard fire department tool, used in varying lengths
to remove windows from outside, perform final overhaul,
etc.. The narrowness of the tip on some versions makes
them poor for pulling sheet materials without pulling back
out.
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Pry Axe: Versatile, compact tool designed by suburban
Chicago Chief Emanual Fried. Forked end useful for
prying doors, windows, especially when used as "slide
hammer." Head has narrow pick for prying locks and
hasps. Axe head good for prying and limited cutting.

Trumpet or Utility bar: Compact and economical prying and
striking bar marketed in two sizes by Akron Brass.
Popular with the Seattle (Wa.) F.D.

Rescue axe: Variation of Pry Axe, combining Hawk-type head
along with prying, cutting and slide-bar impact tools.
Optional handles include a "Stinger" (shown), a forked end
like a "Pry Axe" or forked end with an "A" tool for lock
pulling. An "A" tool can also be cut in leading edge as an
option. Designed by Fred Malven.

New York pike pole: This heavy duty cast steel version of the
pike pole is standard equipment on New York City
apparatus. Depending on the handle length, the heavy
weight and sharp-angled edges make it a good all-around
tool for either interior (especially as a closet hook) or
exterior use.

Sheetrock/Drywall hook: This variation of the Odd Job hook
has a much broader hook with coarse teeth to pull wide
sections of lath and plaster, drywall and other sheet
materials without breaking through.

Rocket bar: Multi-purpose bar (Malven design) combining a
pulling hook with the prying fork of a Halligan bar at one
end and "Stinger" handle at the other, for prying and
striking-- allows the bar to be used like a closet hook.

Stinger handle: Variation of "D" handle (see left end of
Rocket bar, above) designed by Fred Malven. Pointed
prying tip on one side, flat striking surface on the other.

Spike: Similar to the Boston Rake, has a downward-facing
point reaches past window sills to remove glass from the
ground or roof. It can also be sunk into the roof for
footing. Rear-facing hook can strip roofing, flooring, wall
materials, etc. Designed by Fred Malven.

Szugie bar: Multi-purpose bar developed by Lt. Roy R. Szeluga
of the Hartford (CT.) F.D. One end has gas shut-off and a
blade and pick similar to a pick-head axe. On the other, is a
pry bar with a notch (similar to an "A" tool) for pulling hinge
pins and cylinder locks.

Super Ram Bar: An "oversized can-opener" used to cut sheet
metal for access to vehicles and metal-clad buildings. The
bar's slide-action helps drive "can-opener" and pry bar ends
for better purchase..

Fred Malven

T-N-T (or "Denver") Tool: Popular multi-purpose tool
combining the functions of an 8 pound flat head axe with
those of a closet hook. Hook end has chisel tip for prying.
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Card Summarizing Riding Position Duties (see Nevada Engine 2-10, above)-- One is Placed Near Every Riding
Position
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8.
9.
10.
11.

FIREGROUND
SUPPORT OPERATIONS:
FOUNDATIONS FOR SAFE, EFFICIENT FIRE ATTACK

ADDED EQUIPMENT FOR DISTANT** COURSES:
The course makes extensive use of fire department
ground ladders and hand tools. Ordinarily, when instructors
travel by private ground transportation all necessary ladders
and tools will be provided. However, for courses involving
commercial air travel**, the following additional tools and
ladders are also requested:

Course Facilities and Equipment Needs
HOOK + LADDER UNIVERSITY

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS PROVIDED:
The course provides a variety of slide, overhead and
videotape media. Field sessions use a wide range of
specialized hand tools, power tools and other equipment
provided by the instructors and industry sponsors.

1.
2.

Sponsors will be given a packet of readings for
duplication and distribution to participants.

3.
4.

AUDIO/VISUAL NEEDS FROM LOCAL SPONSORS:
The classroom portion of the course requires a variety
of audio/visual equipment. Local sponsors should plan to
provide the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kodak Carousel Slide Projector (with remote control
and 20' extension).
Overhead Projector.
VHS 1/2" Videotape Player and Monitor
2 Projection Screens.
Chalk Board, Flip Chart, or Similar Writing Surface.
Necessary Power Cords to Operate the Above.

LOCAL FACILITIES FOR FIELD EXERCISES:
The course emphasizes hand-on experience and
involves students in a number of practical support
operations evolutions. A structurally sound abandoned
two-story building that can be damaged during these
exercises is an absolute requirement for the course. Space
is also required to perform search and rescue work in SCBA
under simulated smoke conditions. In cases where safe
separation of this activity from other tool work is not
possible (such as a small or single story building), local
sponsors are asked to arrange for an additional space to
accommodate this activity.
LOCALLY PROVIDED AIR SUPPLY:
In order to support SCBA-related evolutions,
provisions are needed for recharging empty SCBA
cylinders.
OTHER LOCALLY PROVIDED EQUIPMENT:
Sponsors are asked to provide the following for use in
preparing the training structure and operating the course:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Portable Electrical Power Supply (Min. 3.5 Kw)
2- 100' of Power Cords
2- Smoke Ejector Fans
1- Portable Electric (AC) Light
1-Roll of Duct Tape
1-Roll of 6 mil Black Plastic (Min. 10' x 50')
12- Pieces, Wood Lath (±4'-0 Length)
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1-Pound (Approx.) 2" Roofing Nails
2-Sheets 1/2" Plywood
2-Sheets 3/8" Gypsum Board
Cold Water Supply (for Summer Deliveries

24' extension ladders (2)
28' or 35' extension ladders (2-- one may be replaced
by an additional 24' extension ladder)
14', 16' or 20' roof ladders (2)
10' attic ladder (1)

GROUPING AND TOOL ASSIGNMENTS:
During field evolutions, students are divided into four
working groups, "red," "green," "gold," and "silver." Each
member of each group is assigned a specific tool for the
duration of the field evolutions, as listed in the table below.
Although not required, sponsors are asked to provide as
many tools as possible, esp. those marked with (#).
Ideally, for a class of thirty, 4 people have each of the
number items or sets #1-7, plus two from #8 or 9:
GROUP:
TOOL:
Blk. Gree Blue Orng.
n
1a. Sledge Hammer or Mall
#
#
#
#
1b. Varied Bars, Med.**
#
#
#
#
2. Varied Hooks, 6-8' "D"* #
#
#
#
3. Hawk Tool, 30-42" "D"
4a. Pick-Head Axe
#
#
#
#
4b. Pike Pole, 6-8' Straight
#
#
#
#
5a. Flat Head Axe
#
#
#
#
5b. Halligan Bar
#
#
#
#
6a. Spike Hook, Med.
6b. Long/Short Straps,Biners
7a. Closet Hook
#
#
#
#
7b. 2-1/2 Gal.Pres./Pump Can #
#
#
#
8. Varied Hooks, 3'-4' "D"*
9a. Pick/Flat/Util.Axe, Short
9b. Small Hand Tool or Kit
* LA Trash Hook,Boston Rake, Halligan Hook, Plaster Hook, San Francisco
Hook, Ek Hook,Clemons Hook,etc.

* * Wrecking Bar,Crow Bar,ZugieBar,Kelly Bar,Claw Tool, Emley Bar,Trumpet
Bar,Huxbar, PatrolBar,etc.

STUDENT PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT:
Students must have a full protective equipment,
incl. flame retardant gloves, coat, boots and bunker
pants, face, eye and hearing protection, helmet,
SCBA, spare bottle.
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